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Are you looking for support in ongoing and new projects from
the acquisition to the series phase +3 months after SOP?

Program & Project management
Sales & Key Account Management
Quality management
Purchasing

Would you like to have your company evaluated from an external perspective
by specialists as part of a realignment?

Sales increase
Production optimization
Realignment of the supply chain
Restructuring & realignment

We are happy to offer you our support in the following areas:
Automotive - Railway - Aircraft  - Medical technology - Mechanical engineering
Interior  |  Exterior |  Seating |  Plastics technology |  Tooling |  Rapid Prototyping
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Experience & success at „INTERIOR“
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Experience & success at „EXTERIOR“

We are happy to offer you our support in the following areas:
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Experience & success at „SEATING“ 

We are happy to offer you our support in the following areas:
Automotive - Railway - Aircraft  - Medical technology - Mechanical engineering
Interior  |  Exterior |  Seating |  Plastics technology |  Tooling |  Rapid Prototyping
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Experience & success at „Plastics technology“

We are happy to offer you our support in the following areas:
Automotive - Railway - Aircraft  - Medical technology - Mechanical engineering
Interior  |  Exterior |  Seating |  Plastics technology |  Tooling |  Rapid Prototyping
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